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How to be a Literacy Lead
Tuesday 12th April 2022

Schedule for the day:

9:30-11:00 Fundamentals of Literacy

11:00-11:20 BREAK

11:20-12:30 Leading Literacy - Teaching and Learning

12:30-13:30 LUNCH

13:30-14:30 How do you know? What will you do with that knowledge?

14:30-14:45 BREAK

14:45-15:30 Leading Literacy: a case study



9:30-11:00 Fundamentals of Literacy

Literacy – the burning platform
Vocabulary
Reading
Writing
Oracy



Why is literacy a priority?
“For those of us who sometimes console ourselves with 
the thought that education is not a matter of life and 
death, actually for those young people, for the most 
vulnerable children and young people in our society, it 
really is.”

- John Coles, Director for Schools for England at the 
Department for Children, Schools and Families (2009)

1 in 6 young people who leave school as 
NEET will be dead before they reach 25

The best pastoral care we can give our 
students, is to equip them with the SKILLS 
they need to get a job or go into further 

education and training…

Reading and writing has enormous benefits in a 
range of areas:
• Academic attainment
• Mental health
• Associated with higher incomes
• Associated with better physical health
• Engagement with political or community processes
• Access to vital services and the power to self-advocate

Explicit vocabulary teaching has a 
significant positive impact on 
student outcomes 
(Marulis and Neuman, 2010; Quigley, 
2018)

Reading Comprehension Strategies 
can lead to an additional 6 months 
progress (EEF, 2018)





Quigley et all (EEF 2019): Recommendations include ‘prioritising 
disciplinary literacy across the curriculum,’ ‘targeted vocabulary 
instruction.’ ‘developing students’ ability to read complex academic 
texts,’ and ‘providing high quality interventions’ in cases where students 
cannot read fluently.



The politics of leading literacy…
• Staffing, seniority, capacity and time
• SLT
• The English problem
• The sell
• Getting past the ‘bad literacy’ legacy
• Literacy culture and whole school vs literacy in the 
classroom

Focus on what you CAN change. Control the controllables.



…reading begets oracy begets writing begets 
reading begets oracy begets writing…

Literacy Leadership strives to foster an 
aspirational, language-rich environment which 
enables:
1. Barrier-free access to the curriculum
2. Successful engagement with the outside world
3. Meaningful access to lifelong learning and the arts
4. Human beings who can express their needs, their emotions and 

build healthy relationships



Reflection point:
What is your proximity to literacy? (subject 
knowledge, expertise, subject...

What is your proximity to the decision makers? Are you 
one of them? Do you have freedom and agency?

How much effort and time will you have to spend on 
the ‘sell’? Will this be a struggle? Do you have a 
champion on SLT?









Think of a 
student you 
taught last 
year. How 

many of these 
words do you 

think they 
would have 
struggled 

with?



Y6 SATS 
Reading 

Extract 2016!



IsaacFrom birth to 48 months, parents in 
professional families speak 32 million 
more words to their children than 
parents in welfare families, and this 
talk gap between the ages of 0 and 3 
years – not parent...

...education, socio-economic 
status, or race – explains the 
vocabulary and langhuage gap 
at age 3 and the reading and 
math achievement gap aged 10. 
(Horowitz and Samuels 2017)William



Isaac

William

Children with a restricted vocabulary 
at 5 years old are more likely to be 
poor readers as adults, experience 
higher unemployment rates and even 
have more mental health issues. 
(Quigley 2018)



Professional adults have around 
50,000-60,000 words as part of 

their normal vocabulary. We need 
our students to leave school with 

something close to this! – a mission 
like that needs DELIBERATE 

PLANNING and EFFORT!



Tiers

Try not to treat them as a hierarchy...

Basic high-frequency 
words students will 

learn through normal 
speech

More academic 
words which need to 
be explicitly taught. 
These are the ones 

which make us 
sound cleverer...

Domain-specific words –
subject terminology



etymology

etymo-logy
Greek: étumon
(true sense) Greek: logia 

(the study of)

The study of 
word meanings 

and their history



…reading begets vocabulary begets oracy 
begets writing begets reading begets 

vocabulary begets oracy begets writing 
begets reading begets vocabulary begets 

oracy begets writing …



17% of the adult population 
in the UK is functionally 
illiterate (National Literacy 
Trust)



In 2000, results from the OECD’s Programme for 
International Student Assessment (PISA) suggested that 
‘finding ways to engage students in reading may be one 
of the most effective ways to leverage social change.’ It 
is also clear that the pandemic of 2020-21 has served to 
disrupt literacy development in students (DfE, 2021).



The Reading Framework (DfE, 2021): ‘Pupils who 
cannot read well enough do not have full access to the 
curriculum (…) Most of them will catch up if they 
receive a few months of intensive individual or small-
group teaching (…) School leaders must take 
responsibility for making sure all these pupils make rapid 
progress.’



In 2021, the Department for Education (DfE) found that ‘the 
newest cohorts in primary and secondary schools have arrived 
with lower starting points than previous years’

Students who were in EYFS or KS1 during the first period of 
lockdown, had disrupted teaching of phonics over the course of 
two years. We will start to see these students coming through to 
secondary school in the academic year 2024/25, and we are 
likely to experience the hangover of that period for many years 
afterwards.



Westbrook et al (2019): Fast-paced reading 
out loud to students has a profound impact 
on student progress: an average of 8.5 
months’ accelerated progress, and 16 
months for poorer readers.



Reading in the ENGLISH curriculum
(if it’s not nailed down in English, it won’t work anywhere else, either...)

Reading in the WIDER curriculum
(control the controllables...)

Reading OUTSIDE the curriculum
(Culture change is difficult. And this part can get expensive...)



Reading in English and the 
wider curriculum

-Read frequently
-Read quality
-Read well

Teachers read, students don’t



Making things easier for the reading brain…

-Activating pre-requisite knowledge (making links 
explicit before you start)

-Text is appropriately organised
-Reader prosody is excellent…
-PURPOSE and TYPE of reading is clear (students are 
directed to relevant disciplinary reading skills – this is 
modelled by teachers)

-Do not try to read for EVERYTHING at once...
-Plan for students to process new knowledge: 
summary, repetition, retrieval, variation…



words
intonation
rhythm
stress
volume
body language
facial expression
pace
QUESTIONING

‘At friendly meetings, and when the 
wine was to his taste, something 
eminently human beaconed from his 
eye; something indeed which never 
found its way into his talk, but 
which spoke not only in these silent 
symbols of the after-dinner face, but 
more often and loudly in the acts of 
his life.’



Westbrook et al (2019): Fast-paced reading 
out loud to students has a profound impact 
on student progress: an average of 8.5 
months’ accelerated progress, and 16 
months for poorer readers.

Prosody — the rhythm, stress, and intonation of speech



400,000 per year
10,000 per week

2,000 per day
400 per lesson









Reading OUTSIDE the curriculum
(Culture change is difficult. And this part can get expensive...)

-Drop everything and read
-Accelerated reader
-The Masked Reader
-Dressing up
-Reading challenges
-Author visits

‘Life defining experiences’
Who is experiencing these? How do you know? Who needs them the most?

Don’t get distracted by the shiny things. Much of this 
will not help the most in need.



Reading OUTSIDE the curriculum
(Culture change is difficult. And this part can get expensive...)

Think about transition – Primary schools do reading for pleasure REALLY well



Writing
The product. The evidence? Who is it for?

Writing is a generative process.
Sometimes, it is the writing down – the defining, summarising or 
synthesising – which enables someone to gain clarity of 
understanding. Sometimes, by trying to express it, we come to 
realise what we actually think!



Quality and Quantity

q Do subject leaders have a clear idea of how often extended writing is 
happening in their subject? 

q Does their assessment of what is happening triangulate with your QA?
q Can they justify what is happening? 
q Can they justify their curriculum expectations and content? 
q Can they point to how writing skill is appropriately sequenced and 

developed over time in their curriculum?
q Have they analysed models of excellent writing in their subject areas 

(models from the exam boards), and things like examiner reports so 
that they have a detailed understanding of the quality of writing 
required from students?

q Are you able to facilitate sharing of good practice and writing 
expertise across subjects?



40

Modelling is King
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A note on 

pre-

prepared 

models…





43

Teacher has 
excellent 

knowledge of 
what great 

writing looks 
like in their 

subject

Teacher models excellent writing and 
METACOGNITIVELY narrates: making explicit 
the thought process of the expert learner

Students write

Teacher provides timely, effective feedback 
which enables students to accurately judge the 

quality of their writing

Students use this knowledge to 
write better in the future and to 

learn more effectively about 
writing in future lessons…

Teacher uses knowledge of 
student writing to plan better 

lessons and inform future 
MODELS







Grammar for writing
It’s the foundation.

Grammar is just a system for describing language. It’s not a set of rules. 
It’s an enabler and a creator.

Grammar can be built into curriculum and into strategies used across a 
school without having to feel like a dry list of terminology.



Sentence construction. How can 
sentence forms be explicitly taught 
without tons of grammar 
terminology?



Expanding simple sentences – precision and modification

The car was parked on the road.



Expanding simple sentences – precision and modification

A car was parked on the road.

A Ford Fiesta was parked on the road

An old Ford Fiesta was parked on the road

Battered and rusting, an old Ford Fiesta was parked on the road.

Battered and rusting, an old Ford Fiesta was parked on the road 
outside.



Using connectives – because, but, so

Macbeth is ambitious.

Macbeth is ambitious because he has been encouraged by the 
witches.

Macbeth is ambitious but he lacks the will to act alone.

Macbeth is ambitious so he discusses the prophecy with his wife.



Using subordinating conjunctions at the start of a sentence

Having enough to eat is a basic human necessity.

Since having enough to eat is a basic human necessity

Since having enough to eat is a basic human necessity, the 
government has a duty to ensure that children living in poverty are 
given adequate food.



Build these into your modelling and make this 
explicit…

Modifying nouns and adjectives - expanding simple sentences
Using connectives - because, but, so
Using subordinating conjunctions
Using appositives



Sentence construction. How can students be 
helped to write accurately without lots of 
grammar knowledge?

fragmentation
syntax

run-ons
tense

punctuation
spelling



fragmentation

Running through the woods, hoping they 
wouldn’t find her.

She was running through the woods, hoping 
they wouldn’t find her.



fragmentation

Ø Write a model which has accidental 
fragments.

Ø Students identify the fragments.
Ø Students correct the fragments.
Ø Make fragment scanning an explicit part of 

proof reading.



run-ons

I love to write essays I would write one every 
day if I could.

I love to write essays. I would write one every 
day if I could.

I love to write essays; I would write one every 
day if I could.



run-ons
Ø Get students to regularly identify what a full 

sentence or main clause looks like. Use modelling, 
proof-reading, quizzing etc.

Ø Make ‘run-on’ scanning an explicit part of proof 
reading

With all of these common literacy errors, get staff using the 
same language AND the same techniques and expectations (if 
everyone calls it fragmentation, students will see it 
everywhere rather than it being confined to one subject)



Spellings – keep it simple

-Retrieval
-Spellings and definitions
-Spellings in sentences
-Dictation exercises

Spelling with Morphographs



Oracy

Culture. How people feel. How people interact.

Aside from academic success, oracy has an impact on how people co-
construct understanding. Young people who can express themselves 
articulately are better able make meaningful connections with other 
people, self regulate and feel part of the school community.



…reading begets vocabulary begets oracy 
begets writing begets reading begets 

vocabulary begets oracy begets writing 
begets reading begets vocabulary begets 

oracy begets writing …



Student talk inside vs outside the classroom

• What is the purpose of talk?
• Structured talk
• Teacher-led questioning, discussion and framed construction
• What do you want student talk outside the classroom to look 

and sound like? To feel like?
• How does student talk define culture?
• Are your students comfortable with small talk? Greeting 

people? Making other people feel welcome?
• Do you talk about eye contact? Body language? Breathing? 

Facial expression?



Student talk in the classroom 
can use many of the same 
principles as sentence crafting 
for writing…



use a full sentence with an appositive

noun, noun phrase, rest of sentence…

Dickens, an ardent campaigner against child 
labour, wrote this novel to educate his readers 
about the evils of poverty.



use a full sentence with an appositive

noun, noun phrase, rest of sentence…

The treble clef, a musical clef which places G 
above middle C on the second line of the 
stave, is used for the right hand on the piano.



use a full sentence, starting with a 
subordinating conjunction

subordinating conjunction point one ..., point 
two…

Although the second world war in Europe 
ended in 1945, this was quickly followed by the 
start of the Cold War.



use a full sentence, starting with a 
subordinating conjunction

subordinating conjunction point one ..., point 
two…
Although...
Since...
While...
Not only... but also...
Because...



Formality Scales



Scripting talk
“Number yourselves 1 and 2. Do it now.”

S: “1, 2”

“1, tell 2 EXPLANATION OF SOMETHING IN FULL SENTENCES”

S: Follow instructions immediately

“Tell me what TOPIC is, please, NAME”

S: Responds

If appropriate: “Say it again, better” or probing questions, 
move to other students as needed

Scaffolding & 
Challenge

Writing target 
vocabulary on the 
board for students 
to include

Write a pair of 
ideas on the board 
and ask students 
to link them

Sentence stems, 
frames or 
grammatical 
features to use

Scripting isn’t removing independence, it’s providing frameworks within which students can experience 
healthy struggle. Using increasingly more complex structures to express ideas they understand will 
deepen and refine their level of understanding.



Scripting talk
Choral response
Chanting



Teacher talk



Leading Literacy: 
Teaching & Learning

- Strategy and long term planning
- Barriers
- Staff literacy
- CPD



The problem with short-termism...
- Termly, yearly, bi-yearly performity cycles
- Short term judgements for long term problems
- Literacy is often not given the central weight it warrants – it’s often 
the first thing to go

How do we overcome this?
-Sheer bloody-mindedness... being in it for the LONG RUN but having 
short, medium and long term planning goals…
- Understanding the principles of change management
- 100 day plans





It is critical that you can be 
responsive AND still aligned 
with your priorities. Yes, 
flex to the situation and 
make adjustments 
accordingly, but DO NOT 
lose sight of the end goal.



12:30-13:30 LUNCH



Column for each priority area

Alongside school calendar

QA activities explicitly planned in

Important CPD marked in

• Document shared live with my team and 
line manager
• Absolute clarity
• Lined up with reminders in outlook mail
• Write key emails well in advance and 
schedule them



It is critical that you can be 
responsive AND still aligned 
with your priorities. Yes, 
flex to the situation and 
make adjustments 
accordingly, but DO NOT 
lose sight of the end goal.



Reflection point:
What is your key priority in your role right now? 
Do you have clear priorities, or is it a little too 
general?

In an ideal world, if you had no barriers to your work 
whatsoever, what would the first 100 days look like?

What are the biggest barriers to implementation in 
your setting?



Great literacy teaching is the same as great 
teaching of ANYTHING
- clear intention
- retrieval and frequent return to content
- high-quality, specific feedback
- excellent teacher explanations
- established, effective routines which minimise disruption and ensure smooth transitions
- healthy struggle
- generative activities

Look specifically at how students are 
communicating, how they are expected to 
communicate, and how they are supported to 
communicate.



Establishing and driving new initiatives:
ØResearch first

ØCPD which is appropriate for the needs of your staff – think about 

how things look – clarity – simplicity first

ØQA which is developmental

ØTime to embed – regular 1-1 feedback

ØKeep track of who you have/haven’t supported

ØAfter an appropriate period, go back to CPD – pick up 

misconceptions etc.





disenfranchised



disenfranchised



The working classes are 
oppressed and disenfranchised.



We were watching a film when 
suddenly we were 
disenfranchised by a loud 
noise.



The girl was heartbroken and 
disenfranchised to see him with 
someone else.



People who can’t speak up for 
themselves are disenfranchised
members of society.





Case Study:
-QA in September told us vocabulary needed work across the whole school
-Research – support from experts
-Developed a SIMPLE strategy and visual for all subjects and phases
-CPD in October
-Period of QA and feedback support in November
-Further CPD in December
-Returned to in January
-Embedded consistently by February
-Now part of general T&L QA – monitoring, sustaining, making marginal gains

CONSTANT VIGILANCE!



Fertile soil

Starters and finishers

Motivation and self-efficacy

KNOW YOURSELF



Reflection point:
What is the ‘soil’ like in your setting? Is this a 
school where you can play the long game? Are QA 
processes effective and meaningful?

Can YOU play the long game? Are you a starter or a 
finisher? Can you stay on task? Can you be tenacious?

Can you think of a time when you have had an obstacle 
to overcome, or stuck with something even when 
you’re not enjoying it or interested in it?





• Use a dictionary

• No egos

• Literacy survey

• Directed CPD – specific 
and non-patronising







What data can exist for literacy?
Reading ages
% FI
% below CRA
% more than 1 year below CRA
% more than 2 years below CRA

Break this down by year group

Break this down by sub-group

Track changes over time

%

September 2021 January 2022

< CRA 1yr> CRA 2yrs> CRA <9.6 < CRA 1yr> CRA 2yrs> CRA <9.6

ALL XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Y11 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Y10 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Y9 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Y8 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Y7 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

FSM XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Top 100 BP XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

SEN XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

WB/FSM/Boys XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX



What data can exist for literacy?
Reading ages
% FI
% below CRA
% more than 1 year below CRA
% more than 2 years below CRA

Break this down by year group

Break this down by sub-group

Track changes over time

Staff/Student Voice
Perceptions about things
Frequency of things
Quality of things
Memory of things

Use forms or forums...

Work scrutiny
Make a list of key questions you want to answer 
with a WS. Decide on a cohort of students –
across the board or SEND or top end or just KS3… 
think about what you want to find out and don’t 
ask for more than you need – work scrutinites are 
a pain for teachers and can cause anxiety.

ALWAYS give feedback and acknowledge people’s 
efforts.

Other indicators:
-Library usage
-Engagement with extra-curricular 
literacy opportunities
-Tracking reading through journals 
etc
-Tracking reading homework
-Changes in student behaviour...

How can you turn this into a proper data 
collecting opportunity?
-Frequency of target vocab/structures etc
-Frequency of extended writing – track to see if this 
changes over time
-Frequency of SPAG errors – you could even look at 
specific errors being made and track these over time

Student outcomes...



What data can exist for literacy?

Quality of T&L
% compliance (where staff are doing ‘the thing’ 
consistently)
Quality judgement – write your own critera and 
track where people are. Use the criteria to train 
subject leaders – what does best practice look like?

a) Exemplary Practice – looks like...
b) Expected Practice - looks like...
c) Developing Practice - looks like...
d) Weak Practice - looks like...

Enables specific feedback, shared understanding 
and a clear set of goals...

July 2021 T1 T2 T3 T4

Quality of T&L Overall 3.84 XXX XXX XXX

LIT: Staff Oracy 3.27 XXX XXX XXX

LIT: Student Oracy 2.17 XXX XXX XXX

SPE: Modelling 3.53 XXX XXX XXX

LIT Reading 3.77 XXX XXX XXX

LIT: Vocab Instruction 3.28 XXX XXX XXX

R&R: Literacy Marking XXX



Useful data vs unhelpful data

-How will you use it?
-Does it actually say what you think it says?
-Does it stand up to scrutiny?
-What is the narrative?
-What are the actions which follow it?



Interventions
Targeted and imperative – right now

General - curricular
Targeted - invitational
Small group - nudge

Job #1 – teach them how to read



Interventions 
- Teaching students to read
- Handwriting
- Spelling
- Comprehension
- Corrective reading
- Encouraging reading
- Reading buddies
- Books & cookies – giving a nudge...

• Make the most of the 
capacity you have
• Embrace quick-wins
• Focus the majority of 
your time and resources 
on the targeted and 
imperative cases

Remember – logistical 
barriers are the enemy 
of success...



Ofsted Literacy Comments

‘In English, pupils learn how to communicate 
expertly in writing. They access texts of different 
types and genre. Their knowledge of differing 
views and experiences is broadened through 
their reading. Many pupils develop a love of 
books.’

‘Those pupils who are not yet confident and 
fluent readers receive well-planned and 
effective support. They catch up quickly and 
access the full curriculum as a result.’

‘Teachers ensure that children have a 
literacy-rich learning environment. They 
ensure that older pupils are highly 
motivated to read. There are regular 
opportunities to read in school. For 
example, pupils take part in the timetabled 
‘drop everything and read’ sessions.’

‘A strong culture of reading is helping leaders to ensure that all pupils do very well 
at this school. Leaders identify the weakest readers early. These pupils quickly 
become fluent readers and thoroughly enjoy reading.’

‘Teachers provide pupils with many 
opportunities to enhance their 
learning through reading high-quality 
texts.’





Coaching and consultancy 
opportunity… fancy being a 

guinea pig???

jenny@funkypedagogy.com
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